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Backdrop
In recent years favourable monetary policy and
global demand conditions have helped push
output growth, but the need for a re-tooling of
Europe’s economy to sustain growth and meet
future challenges remains.

In this context, Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs) are important drivers of
growth, innovation and employment in Europe
as they represent 99% of businesses in the
EU and employ two thirds of the active
working population.
The Single Market is the go-to market for EU-28
SMEs. It accounted for 70% of the value of
SME exports, with 80% of exporting SMEs
selling to other Member States.
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Forecasts of annual growth in EU-28
countries (2018-2019)

+24%

4,30%
4,00%

Increase in the number
of high-growth firms
[2014-2016]

+4%
Investment in high growth
firms grew by 4% in 20172018

1,10%

1,30%

Employment
Large Enterprises

Value added
SMEs

*Source: European Investment Bank Investment Report 2018/2019

A global network
1200+
COMPANIES
43
COUNTRIES

Coming up: ELITE DAY
What: the largest gathering of
entrepreneurs, partners, and
stakeholders from our global community.

When: 27-28 October 2019
Where: London, UK
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A diverse community

1200+

43

€85 bn+

500,000+

36

COMPANIES

COUNTRIES

AGGREGATE

EMPLOYEES

SECTORS

REVENUE
Industrials
2118
4124
67

<€50M

65 25

Consumer Goods
117
Technology

69

€50-€100M

433
Consumer Services

105

Industry

Basic Materials
Health Care

171

Revenue
Range

€100-€200M
792

€200-€500M

Financials
254
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204

Utilities

>€500M

Our offering
ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP
Companies go through an
admission & onboarding
process

CONTINUED ACCESS TO NETWORK & FUNDING PLATFORM

C-LEVEL PARTICIPATION

Strategy & Funding Workshops – covered in the first 6 months of ELITE journey

GROWTH COMPASS
Digital tool to help monitor
and plan around challenges

WORKSHOPS
Focused on key aspect of
growth, with emphasis on
strategy & funding
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Core Strategy

How to set out a
growth strategy that
encompasses the
company’s vision,
mission, level of
ambition, and core
challenges?

Financial
Strategy

Communicating
your Strategy

How to develop a
short-term plan
while keeping sight
of the long-term
vision?

How to produce a
compelling equity
story, and
communicate it
effectively to
investors and other
external
stakeholders?

Additional workshops
Companies choose from a range
of other topics depending on your
key priorities including:
- Talent management
- Understanding your market
- Governance
- Risk management
- Innovation
- Internationalisation

ELITE Impact
We have monitored our companies’ financial performance since they joined the ELITE ecosystem. Results show that the
longer the ELITE Companies have been operating within our community, the higher their growth rates in relevant fields such
as Revenues, EBITDA margin and Employees.
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Growth rate*
REVENUES

Growth rate*
MARGINS

Growth rate*
EMPLOYMENT

39%

32%

36%

*Source: * All these results are given as an outcome of internal analysis pertaining companies that have been part of ELITE for at least 5 years.

ELITE and BSE
ELITE and Budapest Stock Exchange (BSE)
signed a joint agreement on 16 November 2016
to launch a tailored ELITE strategy in Hungary.
This strategic partnership helped BSE in
consolidating its reference position within the
Hungarian Capital Market, reaching out to various
stakeholders in order to join forces and create a
vibrant, inclusive ecosystem.
Since then 24 Hungarian companies have joined
the programme and we continue to work together
to cater for the need of ambitious, high growth
private Hungarian business.

We continuously strive to improve our offering by
listen to our ELITE companies. Hence the launch
of a new delivery model.
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24

€846m

3,800+

14

COMPANIES

AGGREGATE

EMPLOYEES

SECTORS

REVENUE
SPOTLIGHT ON:
ELITE company
Megakrán Nyrt., the
craning and machinery
installation service
provider, has begun
trading on the
Budapest Stock
Exchange’s (BSE) BÉT
Xtend market. in Dec
2018

Hungarian champions
2017

2019

2018

Disclaimer
This document contains text, data, graphics, photographs, illustrations, artwork, names, logos, trade marks, service marks an d information (“Information”) connected with ELITE S.p.A. (“ELITE”) and/or other entities taking part of the London
Stock Exchange Group (“LSEG”). ELITE attempts to ensure Information is accurate, however Information is provided “AS IS” and on an “AS AVAILABLE” basis and may not be accurate or up to date. Information in this document may or
may not have been prepared by ELITE but is made available without responsibility on the part of the latter. ELITE does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, performance or fitness for a particular purpose of the document
or any of the Information. No responsibility is accepted by or on behalf of ELITE for any errors, omissions, or inaccurate Information in this document. The publication of this document does not represent solicitation by ELITE of public
saving and is not to be considered as a recommendation by ELITE as to the suitability of the investment, if any, herein described.
No action should be taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon Information in this document. We accept no liability for th e results of any action taken on the basis of the Information.
Elite Club Deal Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
The logos, trade marks and service marks contained within the Information are owned by ELITE or the LSEG and cannot be used w ithout express written consent by the company having the ownership on the same.
© September 2019 ELITE SpA – London Stock Exchange Group
All rights reserved
ELITE SpA Piazza degli Affari 6, 20123 Milan (Italy)
www.elite-group.com
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